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THE CRITIQUES OF ISOCRATES' STYLE IN PHOTIUS' BIBLIOTHECA
JOHN J. BATEMAN
The twelve codices devoted to the Attic Orators in Photius'
Bibliotheoa have stimulated an indigestible amount of philo-
logical investigation. I hesitate to add to it, but the two
codices on Isocrates, 159 and 260, contain separate, short
critiques of Isocrates' style which look very different in
content and seem unlikely to be produced by the same person.
They thus pose an interesting question and Ren^ Henry, the
latest editor of the Bibliotheoa, invites his reader to compare
them. This paper attempts such a comparison. For the conve-
nience of my own reader I quote here the two passages from
Henry's edition.
I) Cod. 159: II p. 121 Henry = 102 b 4-19 Bekker K^XPTIxai bt
lidA-Laxa u^v, cbs auTLxa tolq dvay lvcjookouol SfjAov, euxpL-
vetc?, xal Ha8ap6Tr|TL, txoAAt'iv te eiiLii^AeLav nepl xfiv ep-
yaoLav xcov A6yoov euLSe Lxvuxau , cooxe xal elq TxepLxx6v
aOxcp 5i,eKTiLTxxe Lv x6v K6cnj,ov xal xi eTiLueA,^Q. Kal aux6
6h xi» xfis epYdOLas rcAeovdCov nap' aOxcp oO x6 yovlvlov
lj,a.A.A.ov xcov eiiLxe i-pr)udxcov f^ xb dixe LpcSxaAov Txapuoxgl. ''HdoQ
5fe Hal dAi^Seta xal yopy6xtiS ouSfe u^xeoxtv auxcp. MeY^^oue
6fe auTcp 5aov eCs x6v n;oALXLH6v evapuc^CeL A6yov, dpiaxa
Hal TtapanAriOLcos H^npaxat x^i oacprive lc?,. "Axovog 5fe nXiov
xou 6^ovxoQ 6 A6yoq. OOx f^HLOxa bk aOxoG aiaLHpoAoY lav
Hal x6 irpooHopfeQ xcov TiapLOcoaeoov auxidxaL. 'AAAd xauxd
cpauev n;p6s xfiv ev A6yolc auxoO dpexfiv x6 eHixLTiTOv ehel-
vriQ Hal dv6iJ.OLOV ev5e lhvuuevol , enel np6c Ye evLOUs xcov
YpdcpeLv A6yous eTxaipou^vcov dpexal dv 6650001 nal xd enei-
vou eAaxxcouo-xa.
II) Cod. 260: VIII p. 47 Henry = 487 b 26-32 B. TCOV 5^ A6yC0V
auxoO x6 euHpLvtc nal aacp^c nal ueiieAexnu^vov iidOL 6f|-
Aov , Hal coQ enavOeL auxoLQ ou u^vov eucpuxov dAAd nal
houucoxlh6v ndAAoQ. Ou u^vxol ye ixoAuaxnucov 6 dvrip, ou5fe
xate xaxd xi» axnuo. xponaUe uoLHLAAouevoe' 6l6 nal 6l'
ev6eL,av xfis ev xouxols uexagoAfis ou6' evaYcovLOQ. *Ioo-
HpaxLHTi bt Hal xcov ev xols A6YOLe unooxdoecov fi ouv^xeca.
The opening sentence of each critique contains a judgment
about Isocrates' style which reflects in part his own view of
himself and was certainly formed early in the critical tra-
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dition. This judgment sees the chief characteristics of his
style as clarity in diction and careful execution in composi-
tion. These are of course qualities which Isocrates himself
claimed for his style. Likewise the third element in common,
the observation that Isocrates' style is unsuited for dicanic
or demagoric speaking, corresponds to Isocrates' personal
views though he would doubtless not agree with the particular
emphasis given this fact in the critical tradition. To this
extent both critiques contain a consensus which appears to
2 )go back to the late fourth or early third century. '^ To search
for specific sources of these general notions is futile and
the problem of how these and the other elements in the two
critiques eventually reached Photius is, as Ziegler says, un-
3)
solvable. But analysis of the two critiques as autonomous
parts of their respective codices may still be suggestive.
The critique in Cod. 159 consists of three distinct parts.
The first part is a kind of rhetorical paragraph from the for-
mulaic opening word K^xprixau to the concluding xiji oacpriVELgt
which repeats the content of the opening clause. The concepts
4)
and language employed here come entirely from Hermogenes.
Six of the seven major Ideas are used: two in a positive fash-
ion to show what Isocrates excells in—Clarity and Grandeur
(though the latter is qualified), three negatively--Ethos
,
Realism, and Vigor--to show what is lacking in his style. The
employment of the Idea of Beauty is rather ambivalent. Meti-
culous execution {tTiiuiXeia) is a good quality of style, but
when carried to excess, especially in the use of parisoses as
Isocrates does, it becomes a weakness and a sign of lack of
taste. Photius evidently has in view the observations which
Hermogenes makes about Isocrates in his discussion of Beauty
(Z)e Id. 12 p. 301 R.). In fact, it looks as though Photius'
ultimate source for this part of his critique is Hermogenes'
own criticism of Isocrates which appears elsewhere in the On
Ideas (II p. 397. 14-17 R. ) .
In Hermogenes' view of literature Isocrates is an author of TCoAltl-
h6q A.6yO£. Political discourse is a mixture and union of the Ideas of
Beauty, Character and Realism {De Id. 11.11 p. 395 R. ) . But treating Iso-
crates' style from this point of view presents an immediate problem; his
style is at best only a partial realization of this mixture of Ideas.
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Consequently Hermogenes ' critique develops in a series of antitheses and
qualifications: (A.) Isocrates is a political writer (a.) (uiv) because
he has purity and limpidity (i.e. the Idea of Clarity), (b.) (5d) but he
lacks the Ideas of Character and Realism (i.e. the other two required in-
gredients of the normal mixture). (B.) However (U^TOL),he abounds in the
Ideas of Beauty and Grandeur (a.) except that his interest in Beauty eli-
minates 'vehemence' and 'roughness' (elements of the Idea of Grandeur),
(b.) and he effects 'enlargement' (another element of Grandeur) (i) less
by the procedures of method and diction, (ii) but (5^) most through the
thought. (C.) And/But {&i) he is completely without the Idea of Vigor,
(a.) but (5^) is relaxed, diffuse and repetitive in the manner of the
elderly and teachers. (b.) And/But (5^) he is excessive in his avoidance
of natural Realism and in his elaborate constructions as if making a dis-
play of his capacity to discover thoughts without saying anything really
pertinent. (This sentence, which repeats in Hermogenes' own language the
substance of the preceding sentence, is further explanation of why Isocra-
tes lacks Vigor. This statement is followed by a comparison with Demosthe-
nes which is as long as the rest of the critique.) (D.) However (li^VTOL),
he also has a good deal of the Idea of methodical Deinotes (i.e. his use
of rhetorical techniques is patent and undisguised)
.
The same pattern of antitheses and qualifications appears
in the first part of Photius ' critique but with some suggestive
differences. First, the omission of any reference to the Idea
of Deinotes may or may not be inadvertent. Hermogenes' single
sentence, coming at the very end of his discussion, could have
been overlooked or disregarded if one believed that Isocrates
in fact lacked this quality. ^ But more importantly, the Hermo-
genic contrasts have been made more trenchant and concentrated
into a single major antithesis between the presence of the
Ideas of Clarity and Beauty on the one hand and the absence
of the Ideas od Character, Realism and Vigor on the other. Her-
mogenes ' triple qualification about Grandeur in Isocrates has
been abbreviated into a paraphrase (Soov eCs t6v noA,LTLK6v ev-
apu<i^eL A.6yov) which has hardly any meaning without the Hermo-
genic original. Photius combines Grandeur with Clarity whereas
Hermogenes joins it rather with the Idea of Beauty and Execu-
tion. Similarly, the view that Isocrates' eTiLU^A.eLa is simul-
taneously the source of his strength and his weakness is dif-
ferently located in the two critiques. Despite the similarities
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these differences might seem to cast doubt on the assumption
of any close connection between the two. However, at one point
Photius (or his immediate source) appears to be directly cor-
recting Hermogenes. Hermogenes relates Isocrates' epYCXOLaL to
his inventiveness (eupeauQ evvoLcov) , Photius, however, denies
that they are a mark of mental fertility (t6 yovuuov) and at-
tributes them to a lack of taste (t6 dne LpoxaAov) . In Hermoge-
nic terms due LpoxaAia would be the inability to recognize the
point at which discourse is no longer beautifully symmetrical.
' Aneipd-naXoQ is a fourth century B.C. word and this particular
criticism could have been made against Isocrates at any time,
but the combination here with t6 yovluov tcov eTtLXELPTluccTcov
looks like a specific comment on Hermogenes' own opinion. But
whether Photius made this correction himself or is drawing on
some earlier critic is difficult to say. The use of antitheses
and the organization of the observations on style in positive
and then negative sections are found in many other codices and
appear to be characteristic of Photius' own criticisms of
style. ^^
Cod. 160, for example, begins with a criticism of Choricius ' style which
certainly looks modeled on the immediately preceding critique of Isocrates.
The same Hermogenic Ideas are employed; in fact, d^T^deLa, the Idea of sty-
listic Naturalism or Realism apparently occurs only in these two critiques
and not elsewhere in the Bi-btiotheca. Both authors have similar qualities
of diction, but unlike Isocrates whose dneLpOHoALa leads him into excessive
compositional elaboration, Choricius understands Ka.l,p6Q (a key ingredient
in the Idea of Deinotes) , uses peribole properly (etc t6 xPHOLJJXDV; Hermo-
genes in the observation corrected by Photius had said of Isocrates TXoAAd
OU ypryjivii^ A.^YWV p. 397.27 R.) , and does not spoil his clarity by the length
of his periods. This description of Choricius' style is stated in an anti-
thesis between Clarity in diction on the one hand and the avoided misuse of
Grandeur which could ruin clarity on the other. The antithesis is artifi-
cial and forced when read by itself, but becomes understandable when we
realize that it is shaped by the latent contrast with Isocrates in Photius'
mind. But Choricius' diction has some negative aspects which are then stated
in a new sentence that also concludes the critique. The sentence structure
of the Choricius critique is loose and rambling compared to the more tightly
organized critique of Isocrates. This probably means only that Photius was
composing the Choricius critique entirely on his own whereas he had access
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to other critical comment on Isocrates. The positive/negative pattern is
9)
a commentary technique which was in use as early as II century A.D.
Vonach is certainly correct in denying that Photius was
transcribing Hermogenes in Cod. 159, but it seems equally certain
that this part of the critique could not have taken the form it
has without the model of Hermogenes. ^ For this reason alone
Ofenloch's inclusion of this passage among the fragments of
Caecilius of Calacte is misguided. One is less sure, how-
ever, about the next two sentences in the critique, from dxovoQ
to aLTLoLxaL. Henry doubts that Photius went "piaorant" through
12)
works of literary criticism while composing his notices.
But in literary matters Photius' notices do have the appearance
at times of magpie nests. Whether he copied the Hermogenic
criticism from some source on some occasion or constructed it
himself for the present notice, he realized that it omits an
important element in the traditional criticism of Isocrates'
style, its axovia. This concept is implicitly referred to by
Hermogenes when he comments on the relaxed character and lack
of Vigor in Isocrates' writing, but it does not have any real
function in his literary theory and criticism, and indeed rests
on a fundamentally different conception of style.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus describes Isocrates' style as dxovoQ and
lacking in "firm wrestling holds" {De Bern. 20 p. 169. 16 Us.-R.). A few lines
later (p. 170. 12-14) he replaces these metaphors with the terms "lifeless"
(OiK^XOS) , "emotionless" (oO TiE(;&TlXLXi'i) , and "without the least portion of
breath" (lIveGua) . Life, emotion and breath are the attributes which one
needs most in "combative speeches" {ksKXius^toiQ AxSyouQ) . Isocrates sacri-
fices that pungency which hits the hearer like a blow to oily smoothness
and pleasure (p. 171. 4-8). Nor does Isocrates employ the varied figures de-
signed for contests and capable of arousing listeners' feelings, but instead
puerile parisoses, frigid antitheses and the like (ibid. 8-13) . Nowhere do
we meet "turns" (xponai) and "variations" (uexalBoAaL) and "variegated
figures" (TiOLHuA-Lau axriydxcav ) which by their own nature relieve mental
weariness (p. 172. 1-3). Dionysius is describing certain psychological ef-
fects of style which he sees residing partly in diction, but mostly in com-
position and whose presence makes a style "combative", that is, useful for
speeches in actual forensic and deliberative situations, but which can also
have an emotional effect on the uninvolved reader like himself. In c.22
in the famous comparison of Isocrates and Demosthenes this emotional effect
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is associated primarily with delivery which is conceived as a TTVEUlJa em-
bodied in the words themselves of the speeches (p. 177 . 12-178. 2) . Although
Dionysius is describing here his own experience, the criticism and stance
he takes have antecedents which can be traced back to Demetrius of Phalerum
13)
and Theophrastus
.
Dionysius himself has preserved some of the evidence
(De Isocr. 13) , but the clearest statement of this critical concept occurs
in a fragment of Hieronymus of Rhodes found in Philodemus, De Rhet. 4,
Col.XVI^13-XVIII^8, I pp. 198-200 S.). Hieronymus observes that Isocrates'
speeches can be read well enough, but do not allow a genuinely oratorial
delivery because the style is "lifeless, unlistenable to, and made to a
single tone; it has rejected change, variation or relief gained from
heightening and lowering tones or through emotional transpositions of
words; it is everywhere a slave of smoothness." This combination or linkage
of emotion, auditory effect and composition, described by Hieronymus and
Dionysius , is summed up in the term TOVOQ. From the time of Hieronymus
certainly and possibly even Theophrastus Isocrates' style is characterized
as dxovOQ with particular reference to his periods which lack the variety,
14)tautness, and emotional impact necessary for effective speaking. Persu-
asive as distinct from merely pleasurable speaking is called AcSyoQ fevocycov-
LOe and embodies A^gi-Q oyvcoL011X1*1 in contrast to the AegLg YPOCpUKri of
works intended for recitation or reading. This contrast between 'deliver-
15
)
able and readable' styles was extended to drama and perhaps to other
kinds of literature too. It was one of Theophrastus' major contributions
to rhetorical and literary theory, but it became largely meaningless by
the second century A.D. even if some of the concepts and terms associated
with it linger on in the scholastic tradition.
The notion then of Isocrates' dxovLa, whatever this term
was thought to mean, was a commonplace. Hence we cannot really
say where or how Photius came across it. It appears in Cod. 61
in his critique of Aeschines ' style: "In regard to composition
Aeschines is not too dxovoQ like Isocrates nor compressed and
tightly knit like Lysias, but matches Demosthenes in rcveOixi and
17
)
xdvoQ." The statement in Cod. 159 is evidently a link from
the "chain of tradition." A more important question than its
origin is whether this link can be attached to the one in the
following sentence, Otjx. rixLoxa. . . aixi-dxaL. Ofenloch wondered,
naturally, whether the unidentified subject of aCxLcLxai was
Caecilius. There are no solid grounds for confirming or de-
nying this possibility. Philodemus and Dionysius inform us
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about the early Peripatetic criticism of Isocrates' long peri-
ods and their consequent inadequacy for actual oratory while
Dionysius singles out the use of parisosis and the other Gor-
gianic figures for particular criticism in this respect. We
know that Theophrastus had criticized Lysias for just these
faults; quite mistakenly in Dionysius' view {De Lys.14). If
Theophrastus criticized Lysias on these grounds in his On Style,
it is an easy inference that he had something similar to say
about Isocrates and thus anticipated his successors, Demetrius,
19)
Philonicus and Hieronymus.
MuHpoAoYLa is an Isocratean word used to describe the inade-
quacies of his competitors (cf. e.g. 13,8; 15.2). One can ima-
gine the term being hurled back at him in derision of his own
claims to careful writing on highminded subjects. A witty cri-
tic looking at Isocrates' view of the relationship between
X6^0Q and \i)\}xA might well delight in connecting his iiLKpoiiJUXLa
with uLKpoAoY La.This is of course speculation. Unlike words
such as TtepLTToAoY La or paxpoAoYta and 3paxuAoYLa, ui-HpoAoYLa
does not seem to be a technical term of literary criticism and
its reference is not directly apparent. In the present sentence
it is clearly connected with the boring use of the Gorgianic
figures as a cause of dxovLa. Accordingly a clue to what is
being attacked by this nameless critic can be found in Diony-
sius' critique of Isocrates' style where after stating that
Isocrates' incessant use of antitheses wearies and disgusts
listeners, he explains this effect as the result of the repeated
use of words like: oU ufev YOP nUELS <5^f <MaL-> xoKeLVOL <u^v fnieUc 5^,>
Hai- xdxe u^v vOv 6^, xai- 6oov ol \xtv nuete 5i, xai!- toOto yirv xoOxo 5^
{De Dem. 20 p. 171. 16-23) . So too the author of On the Sublime in order
to illustrate the effectiveness of Demosthenes' varied use of
asyndeta and epanaphoras , rewrites a Demosthenic sentence by
adding connectors— in the manner of Isocrates {c.21). MlkpoAoylcx
appears to be the fussy use of little words whose presence di-
lutes the psychological impact of what is being said. The re-
sult, in the inimitable style of the author of On the Sublime, is to
sand the words smooth, leave them no points for goading the
soul, and quench any emotion before it begins. This says pre-
cisely what Dionysius had said and in a context which associates
20)figures of speech with emotion and delivery. Our nameless
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critic was evidently working in the same tradition, which we
have identified with the Peripatetics. In view of the wide in-
fluence of this tradition there seems little prospect of dis-
, . 21)
covering his name.
The same critical tradition also appears in Cod. 260. The
critique in this codex likewise begins with the distinction
between clarity and purity in diction and meticulous execution
(t6 ueue/^-ETriu^vov) in composition. Although the language of the
first sentence can be easily paralleled from Dionysius of Hali-
carnassus and other extant critics, Photius or his source seems
to be thinking again primarily in Hermogenic terms though with-
22)
out explicitly mentioning the Ideas. From Hermogenes' point
of view kouuwtlk6v KdA.A.os (= eTii]iiXeia) is produced by xaAi.
axT^iviaxa and the other elements of composition comprised by the
Idea of Beauty. Hence the next sentence begins with a u^vtol
because Isocrates is traditionally oO ttoAuoxt'iucov . However, the
antitheses and the positive/negative sequence which Photius
likes to employ are not in themselves sufficient grounds for
immediately assuming his authorship of this critique. Moreover,
the critique does not continue in a specifically Hermogenic
vein unlike that in Cod. 159. Instead we meet language which
appears to be a fusion of the Peripatetic criticism with the
23)doctrine of figures associated with Caecilius of Calacte.
However, the same ideas and terminology also occur in Dionysius
of Halicarnassus. Though not going into details, he had re-
marked: "Isocrates differs little from Lysias' style in the use
of figures and employs them only moderately" (Pe Isoar. 2 p. 56. 18
f. Us.-R.). These are the "combative" figures and not the Gor-
gianic figures whose excessive use Dionysius criticizes so
sharply. Dionysius also emphasized the absence of metabole, va-
riation, as another reason for the failure of Isocrates' style
to be combative. The compound second sentence of Photius'
critique is clearly of one piece and related in content to
the second part of the critique in Cod. 159 even though the
technical terminology seems on the surface quite different.
The practice of including a judgment on an author's style in his Vita
may be seen in the Marcellinus Life of Thuaydides and the Lives ascribed to
25)
Zosimus. The latter 's Life of Isocrates is especially pertinent because
it suggests the nature of the source from which Cod. 260 was drawn either
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directly or (more likely) through the intermediate stage of a collection of
such Lives. After recounting various "facts" about Isocrates's career,
his pupils, and the speeches intended for delivery or recitation by others,
Zosimus adds the following brief critique of Isocrates' style (p. 105,2-10 D.)
dgiov &t nal rcepl xou xotpaxxfipoe Tdv6p6e eltlelv. f|5ri
U^V o5v TTpOCpddaaVTEQ ELTTOUeV (bQ 6tL £r|A.CjOTriC U^V EY^VETO
Tou ropYLOU naxd t6 6y,OLOKaTaAriKToJ6eQ nal TiapLocoSEQ, uAriv
OUX COCJTIEP EHELVOQ CLE L SlA. t6 TTpoaKOp^C OaCOEL 6fe T^ A-^gEL
H^XPirraL nal f)dLHti nal ni-davti- axpoyiiXr] 6' oOh Sotlv
ou5fe xdpLv ^xouaa, cootxep f] xoO Auaiou. A^YexaL Ydp nal
TOUTO, COS 6fi, SiecpOovouvTO o5tol dAAriAoLS nal dvxETiaLSEU-
ov. auvExns 6^ EOT I xoZq EvduunuotacV ounci) Ydp xEAELcoaag
t6 v6r)Ucx dAAo aOxcp aviuiXinei Evduunuct. 6Ld txoAAcov 6^
auTou xal xd rcpooLULO..
This critique is followed by a list of spurious writings which students
are warned not to accept as genuine. The biography then concludes with
an account of Isocrates' death. The organization of topics in this part
of the Life, though not of course the details themselves, corresponds
closely to the sequence of topics in Photius' notice at this point. (Photius
does not have the list of spurious writings whose existence he either ig-
nores or is ignorant of. He has instead a further comment on the charge of
plagiarism made against the Panegyvicus (cf. p. 45 Henry = 486 b 15-29 B.),
a charge which Zosimus in turn says nothing about.) Photius and Zosimus'
Lives are not related in any direct way, but they do share certain common
features which belong no doubt to the commentary tradition. Zosimus' own
statements about Isocrates' style seem to derive ultimately from Dionysius
of Halicarnassus without being rewritten in the terminology of later rhe-
toric. The belief that Isocrates' style is 'ethical' and 'plausible' was
in fact denied by Hermogenes whose concept of the Idea of Ethos precluded
the attribution of these qualities to Isocrates. He is folloed in this
respect by Photius in Cod. 159 and presumably in Cod. 260 also since no men-
tion is made of this item. That, however, may be accidental because the cri-
tical background of this part of the critique is not concerned with ethos.
However, the next-to-last sentence of Zosimus' critique
does seem related somewhat to the concluding sentence of Pho-
tius' critique. Henry translates the peculiar phrase xc5v Ev
xoLs AoYOLC unoaxdoEcav fi o\^\>ixzia "la continuity des arguments
dans les discours," guided presumably by apparent parallels
like ou6fe ettlxe i-PT'iy.a-ai'V ou6i EvduuniiaoL ouvext'is "i^i-C describing
the improvisatory effect of Aeschines' style (Cod. 61, I p. 61 =
21 b 22 f. B.) and evidently taking 0Ti6axaoLC to be a synonym
I
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of evduunuo.- But such a use of UTi6aTaaLC does not seem to occur
elsewhere though ouv^xeta is found with words like dn66eLELQ
and TtpdTaoLS. Photius also uses it with TiepL66cjOV in Cod. 265
(p. 59 H. = 491 b 37) where this notion is combined with ptagias-
mos and eutonia as identifying features of Demosthenes' style.
The notion of auv^xei-o, in literary contexts usually refers to
features of composition, especially ones involving euphony and
27)
rhythm. ' Zosimus is probably (I cannot say certainly) talking
about the interweaving of idea with idea within the framework
of the period rather than a characteristic feature of what Dio-
nysius calls f\ TxpaYuaTLxf) oCxovouLa { De Isoar. 4). His statement
would come then from the doctrine of peribole and resembles
Hermogenes
' discussion of uepLau<5s and uecj^ttiq (De Id. 1. 11
p. 290. 13-293. 13 R. ) . Among the various figures which produce
peribole is hypostasis
, the use of consecutive and correlative
28)
clauses. If this is the technical language being employed here
by Photius, his comment was intended to describe an aspect of
the Isocratean period. Hypostasis in this sense was (and still
29)is) a salient characteristic of Isocrates' style. Photius'
sentence means then something like: "Also Isocratean is the re-
30
)
current use of the figure of hypostasis in his speeches."
Is this observation a piece of flotsam from the lost com-
mentary tradition which Photius has tacked on here? Is it meant
to be complimentary or does it cohere somehow with the negative
criticism of the preceding sentence? Given the succinct form
of the observation a definite answer is certainly not possible.
But Dionysius had long before criticized Isocrates for "fitting
all his thoughts into periods and enclosing the periods in the
same types of figures and pursuing graceful rhythms in every
31)
context." In the later essay on Demosthenes he illustrates
Isocrates' arovta with an example of hypostasis (p. 169 . 16-170 . 1)
and goes on to sum up this defect in Isocrates' style in the
words: xpoual 5i xal iJ,eTa3oAaL xal noLKLALai axnuaxcov , & Tii-
cpuxe AuELV t6v TfJQ 6LavoLas h6txov , ou6auo0 (p. 172. 1-3 Us. -R. ) .
The theoretical assumptions on which this judgment rests are,
32)
as we have seen, Hellenistic and Peripatetic in origin. The
theoretical perspective changes in the later rhetorical tradi-
tion under the influence of the doctrine of figures and the
33)
Hermogenic Ideas, but the particular criticism remains. A
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view transmitted by Marcellinus is particularly apt: "discourse
developing through a single Idea and on one figure becomes re-
laxed and satiates the listeners; the exchange of figures (fi
t^aXXcLyf] TGOV oxtiuc5.tgov ) woos and wins pleasure and beauty for
34
)
J . fdiscourse." The Peripatetic doctrine of AeEls UTioxpLTLKr)
(Demetr, On Style 193) has been completely transmogrified by
the fifth century A.D., but the original linkage of tone, vari-
35)
ation, and figurative language is retained. Thus the obser-
vation about Isocrates' special fondness for hypostasis could
have formed part of a criticism of the monotonous evenness of
his style and belong in thought with the preceding sentence
which develops the implication of a style v^ich is not TioAucrx.riuo)v
.
If this interpretation is correct, then the critique in
Cod. 260 is a coherent paragraph comparable in its brevity to
Zosimus' critique although this brevity is more likely to be
the result of shrinkage and truncation in the commentary tra-
dition than a deliberate effort at ouvxouLa on the part of Pho-
tius or his source. Despite the surface difference in techni-
cal language and in the emphasis given details the underlying
content is the same as that in Cod. 159. This content originated
in the Lyceum, was adopted in a revised and, one should perhaps
say, updated form by Dionysius of Halicarnassus and doubtless
in a comparable fashion by his friend Caecilius of Calacte,
was familiar to Demetrius and [Longinus] though again from the
later Hellenistic perspective, and by the second century A.D.
was synthesized into a generally critical view of Isocrates'
'if.)
style. This synthesis was rewritten by Hermogenes in his own
terminology and underlies almost all his occasional references
to Isocrates. We can assume that it was similarly redefined
in the concepts of the doctrine of figures sometime between
Hermogenes and Marcellinus. This view together with the com-
peting view of admirers like Zosimus found a home in the rhe-
torical schools and the commentary tradition.
The two codices in the Bibliotheaa reveal this summary and
essentially critical view in three distinct forms: 1) a re-
vised version of Hermogenes' critique (the first part of Cod.
159); 2) an abbreviated statement in mostly Hellenistic langu-
age of the defects in Isocrates' style from the point of view
of the (originally considered superior) agonistic style (the
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second part of Cod. 159); 3) the same Peripatetic criticism
expressed in the mixed language of the late rhetorical schools
(Cod. 260). No one has yet discovered a way of determining how
these sundry versions reached Photius' notebooks, I have re-
peatedly referred to the commentary tradition in this connec-
tion not because I want to explain the unknown by the unknow-
able, but because what we know of this tradition, most notably
in the Marcellinus and Zosimus texts, suggests that it was
the likeliest vehicle for the transmission of the kind of high-
ly synthesized and abbreviated critique of style that we find
• 4.K ^' 37)m these codices.
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NOTES
1) Photius . Bibliotheque . Texte etabli et traduit par Rene Henry. VIII
(C.U.F., Paris 1977) 220. Henry (218 f.) gives a brief suiranary of the
scholarly discussion of these codices; cf. also Ziegler's article on
Photius (No. 13) in RE 20.1 (1941) 716.
2) Cf. Manfred Lossau, Untersuahungen zur antiken Demosthenesexegese
(Bad Homburg V.D.H. -Berlin-Zurich 1964) 52-65.
3) Ziegler, ibid. This futility is exemplified by A. Vonach, "Die Be-
richte des Photios (Iber die ftlnf Slteren attischen Redner," Corrm. Aeni-
pcntanae 5 (Innsbruck 1910) 14-76, who very conveniently collects the
ancient criticisms of Isocrates' style and discusses them, often acutely
(51-64) , but reaches inconclusive results because of a poor methodology
and limited concept of source criticism.
4) Cf. G.L. Kustas, "The Literary Criticism of Photius: A Christian
Definition of Style," Hellenika 17 (1962) 138 n.l. Kustas also observes
that the Idea of Truth is met with only in Codd.159 and 160.
5) Rabe's punctuation is misleading. There should be a period after
TxepLPdAASL and a colon after TOUTCp (p. 397. 22), not conversely as he has it.
6) Hermogenes is himself the best example of t6 6L60(O>(aA.i,KOV in style.
But the language here is uncharacteristic of him and is probably a quotation
or reminiscence from an earlier critic; for example, t6 uriTLOV KaL d\x3.-
&e&A.TTU£VCfV (p. 397. 23 f. R. ) occurs in Dion.Hai.i'e Isocr. 15, p. 76. 22 Us.-R.
7) fi MaxOL y;^9o6ov 6ei.v6Tng would presumably be denied by the critics
who according to Photius ouvoOKrpEL yoAAov f\ xexVi;! XPnoaoOai xaTO, lohQ
AjOYOUS t6v a\>6p3. coool (p. 44 Henry = 486 b 1 f. Bekker) .
8) t6 yoVLlJOV TOJV eULxe LprpDlTCJV is also attributed to Thucydides who
learned it from his teacher Antiphon (Schol. Thucyd. IV. 135 p. 287. 18 f.
Hude = Caecilius Fr.l56a Ofenloch) ; inventive skill was a special characte-
ristic of Antiphon (cf. Ps.Plut.7it.Z Orat. 832 E, p. 2. 22-26 Mau) . t6 yo-
Vtyov TXij\} eTiLXei.pniiC(TWV looks like a late cliche; it is used by Photius in
several other codices where he is voicing his own opinion. It is not a re-
lic of Caecilius. For the use of antitheses, positive vs. negative obser-
vations, and related features of Photius' comments of style see Gdnther
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Hartmann, Photios ' Literardsthetik (Borna-Leipzig 1929) 29-42. Emil Orth,
Ptottana (Leipzig 1928) 70 f
.
, analyzes the positive/negative pattern in
Cod. 90 on Libanius.
9) Cf. the fragment of a commentary on Demosthenes XXIII (Yale Pap. 1534)
edited by H.M. Hubbell, Yale Cl. St. 15 (1957) 181-93. At line 6 after some
favorable comments the commentator introduces a negative note: eryol U^VTOL
SOHEL vA"^^ MoAtOQ exGLV t6 npooLULOV ut'ite... Cf. Lossau (above n.2) 135-37.
10) Vonach (above n.3) 62.
11) Ernestus Ofenloch, Caeoilii Calactini Frr. (Leipzig 1907, reprinted
Stuttgart 1967) No. 123. Part of his reason for thinking this passage a
remnant of Caecilius is simply wrong: "aum sermonis colore aliis reliquiis
nostri rhetoris simile est," Praefatio xxviii.
12) (Above n.l) 219. Thomas HSgg, Photios als Vermittlev antvkev Lite-
ratur [Acta Univ. Upsaliensis. Studia Graeca Upsaliensia, 8] (Uppsala
1975) 169 f
.
, 196 f
.
, offers some evidence of Photius' use of memoranda.
Cf. also Antonio Nogara, "Note sulla composizione e la struttura della
Bibliotheoa di Fozio...,I," Aevum 49 (1975) 213-42.
13) Cf. Lossau 39-52. Dionysius makes the same criticism of Lysias'
style using similar metaphors from the gymnasium in De Lys. 13 p. 23. 5-12
Us.-R. where the shadow of Theophrastus seems to hover in the background.
14) Cf. Lossau 52-65 and Fritz Wehrli, Die Schule des Aristoteles, 4
(Basel-Stuttgart 1968) 79-82 and 10 (1969) 43. For the connection with
the concept of deinotes cf. Ludwig Voit, AEINOTHS. Ein antiker Stilbegriff
(Leipzig 1934) 35-37; 50-53; Dieter Hagedorn , Zur Ideenlehre d. Hermogenes
(Hypomnemata, 8, Gbttingen 1964) 33-41; D.M. Schenkeveld, Studies in De-
metrius on Style (Amsterdam 1964) 6A-b6; though none of them quite appre-
ciate the significance of hypokrisis in this conception of style.
15) Demetrius' comparison of Menander and Philemon {On Style 193) sug-
gests a considerable expansion of Aristotle's original distinction of two
prose styles with their concomitant illustrations {Rhet. III. 12).
15) Hermogenes, for example, does not use this notion at all in his
discussion of TrveOlJa {De Jny.IV.4 p. 183-191 R. ) and considers dxovua merely
a technical defect in the period (ibid. 3 p. 179.1 f.). Demetrius likewise
gives it only peripheral attention in On Style 271 and 303 though he was
drawing upon a substantial body of material concerned with the "forceful
character.
"
17) I pp.60 f. H. = 21 b 8-23 B. A similar comparison of Isocrates, Ly-
sias and Demosthenes in regard to the length of their periods appears in
Cod. 265 p.59 H. = 492 a 5-13 B. The origin of these three-way comparisons
with two extremes and a "virtuous" middle has not yet been traced; on the
general practice cf. Friedrich Focke , "Synkrisis," Hermes 58 (1923) 327-68.
18) (Above n.ll) xxviii. 19) Cf. Lossau 50-52.
20) Cicero Orat. 62 makes the same distinction between 'read' and 'de-
livered' discourse or style and with metaphors reminiscent of Dionysius
and [Longinus'] dnevxpov. Another possibility is that ULKpoAjoyLa is a
play on Isocrates' description of rhetoric, later elevated into his "defi-
nition" of the art: "to make the great lowly and to confer greatness on
the small" (TOLQ ULHPOUe u^YoOoQ TiepudeLvau, Paneg.8). Demetrius {On Style
119 f.) converts this notion (maliciously?) into rhetorical oAuCoVG LCX:
6 xe ULMpote TTpcxYlJaaLV ixepupdAArov Syhov. when this is done 6l6, xoO anpeixoOQ,
it is 'frigidity' (^AJXPcSxric) . Did the original charge of ULxpoAoYLa mean
liAJXPOAOY LCX?
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21) The concluding sentence of the critique appears to be Photius
'
personal comment on the material he is reporting. Polemical reactions
like this occur elsewhere; see Cod. 260 p. 46 H. = 487 a 29-35 B. which
reveals a similar predilection for antitheses and the commonplace.
These pronouncements function as paragraph enders.
22) Cf. De Id. III. 12 p. 296. 24-298. 5 R. which is too diffuse to quote
here but contains both the point and the language used here by Photius.
23) Hermann Sauppe {GGA 1863, 3, p. 1664) argued that the phrase oO
TxoXuJxniJfjJv 6 dvrp, o06^ xaUs Kaxdt t6 axfjya TponauQ tiolhuAAxSuevoq came
from Caecilius on the ground that it resembles the language of the cita-
tion from Caecilius in Cod. 259 (p. 41 f. H. = 485 b 14-40 B.) and is ba-
sically different from the judgment on style in Cod. 159 (which Sauppe
evidently believed was written by Photius himself) . Brzoska in RE, s.v.
Caecilius, III, 1183, and Ofenloch (Fr,122) extend this claim to the en-
tire passage. However, the language here is not that distinctive and
while different from that in Cod. 159 does not in fact resemble anything
in the Caecilius quotation in Cod. 259. The one term which might have been
an adequate clue, ueT0l3oAri, is clearly not being used in the special sense
given it by Caecilius; cf. Jan Ros, Die METABOAH (Variatio) als Stil-
prinzip des Thukydides (Rhet. Studien, ErgSnzungsband I, Paderborn 1938)
19-85. Ros himself reserves judgment, but apparently thinks the extant
Dionysius of Halicarnassus a likelier source (p. 36).
24) Cf. De Dem. 20 p. 171. 8 ff. and 172.1-3 Us.-R.; On the Sublime 20.3
where Demosthenes' variation [metdboZe) in the use of figures is stressed.
25) Cf. Bux, Marcellinus (No. 49), RE XIV (1930) 1450-87, esp. 1465-68
and 1470-80; Schmid-StShlin, GGL 1.5 (1948) 3 f.; Otto Luschnat, Thukydi-
des, RE Suppl.-Bd.XII (1970) 1087. The "Zosimus Life" is cited here from
Scholia Gr. in Aeschinem et Isocratem, ed.G. Dindorf (Oxford 1852) 101-06.
There is a sizeable literature on the questions of the authorship and re-
lationship of these lives which have yet to be satisfactorily resolved.
Though probably pertinent to the larger question of the nature and source (s)
of the ten codices (259-268) on the Attic Orators in the Bibliotheaa, they
do not affect our present problem.
26) Not, I think, Ps.-Plut. Vit. X Orat.
27) Cf. e.g. Dion. Hal. De Comp. 179 p. 116. 5-8 and 184 p. 119. 13-23
Us.-R.; Dem. On Style 68. Hermogenes De Id. 1.3 p. 307.1 ff. R. , contrasts
Isocrates and Demosthenes on just this point.
28) Cf. Ps.-Arist. Tech. Rhet. A. 3. a {Rh. Gr. II p. 479 f. Sp.); Her-
mog. De Id. I. 11 p. 290. 16-20 R. ; Anon.Oe Fig. (Rh. Gr. VIII p. 636. 15 ff. W.):
un&JTouJLC eoTL AxSyou aCgriai-s xal fepunveua naxd t6 SeOrepov KcSuvia fi mcoAxdv.
29) Cf. S. Usher, "The Style of Isocrates," BIOS 20 (1973) 39-67, esp.
42-48, who states, "oO (UH )... oAAd and Hypostasis... emerge as the most
characteristically Isocratean devices of parallelism."
30) Another, but remote, possibility is that OnxicrTODLC is being used
in the meaning of 'underlying reality' and is in effect a synonym of i6ia.;
cf. Joannes Siculus, In Hermog. De Id. {Prol. Syl.) p. 398.27-399.21 R.
,
esp. 399.13. But we probably have in this passage an instance of Joannes'
"sermo... sententiis impliaatis helluans" (Rabe, p. cxiii)
.
31) De Isocr.3 p. 58. 15-17 Us.-R. This appears to develop a Theophrastan
idea; cf. note 32.
32) Cf. Schenkeveld (above n.l4) 132 f.
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33) Ros (above n.23) 44 f. cites parallels from Hermogenes to Maximus
Planudes.
34) Hugo Rabe, Prolegomenon Sylloge , p. 291. 71 ff.; the parallel pas-
sages in other Prolegomena do not contain this particular comment, but
see Phoebammon De Fig. {Rhet. Gr. Ill p. 43. 8-15 Sp.); Hermogenes, De Id.
11.10 p. 382.13-383. 12 R. , in a discussion of the function of t6 koAAoq
in political discourse recommends the use of figures and other composi-
tional devices from the Idea of Beauty to relieve excessive austerity
in subject matter and to keep the listener awake in T^i nUHvdxTlTU TCJV
voriydxcov >cal xfi ouvexetc?..
35) The same combination appears in Cod. 265 p. 59 H. = 491 b 35 f. B.
(xal 6 TiAaYLaou6Q xal n oih^ix'^^Oi. TxepL66cJV xaL f] euxavua) in a passage
claimed for Caecilius (Fr.l44 Ofenl.). The difficulty of identifying the
scattered remnants of Caecilius is nicely illustrated by Friedrich Zucker,
"
'Avr(9or[OLr|TO£. Eine semasiologische Untersuchung aus der antiken Rheto-
rik und Ethik," SBBA Kl. f. Spr.^Lit. u. Kunst, Jahrg. 1952, Nr.4 (Ber-
lin 1953) 24 f
.
, who wants to claim TL\aYLaou6Q as a technical term in
the critical vocabulary of Caecilius on the basis of this passage and
Apsines Ars Rhet. {Rh. Gv. I p. 374. 24 Sp.). But in Apsines plagiasmos
is the figure referring to the use of the genitive absolute in a period.
It belongs to the ox.i'iyciTa yoPYoi. one of whose functions is the production
of euTOVta (vigor) as Hermogenes also knows (p. 293 R.). It is impossible
to say whether this conception had anything to do with Caecilius; it sim-
ply indicates the way in which earlier stylistic notions like the Peripa-
tetic view of the agonistic style were translated into the terminology
of the doctrine of figures. This terminology like the Hermogenic language
of the Ideas is pervasive in later rhetorical theory and criticism.
36) Lossau (above n.2) 137 n.26 remarks on this synthesizing tendency
in the commentaries.
37) I subscribe to Ziegler's view: "...vom Ausgang des Altertums bis
in die Zeit des P(hotios) eine uns sonst wohl nicht erkennbare, aber doch
wohl niemals unterbrochene Schultradition auf diesem Gebiete bestanden
hat, die P. (Ibernommen und vermttge einer ihm eigenen besonderen Neigung
und Gabe neu belebt und ausgebaut hat" {.RE 20.1 col. 723.43-50) . The way
Photius gave new life to this tradition has not yet, I think, been satis-
factorily explained.
